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UNITED STATES  
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION  

Washington, D.C. 20549  
   

FORM 8-K  
   

CURRENT REPORT  
Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d)  

of The Securities Exchange Act of 1934  

Date of Report  
(Date of earliest event reported)  

May 20, 2015  
   

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.  
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)  

   

   

(412) 432-3300  
(Registrant’s telephone number, including area code)  

N/A  
(Former name or former address, if changed since last report)  

   

Check the appropriate box below if the Form 8-K filing is intended to simultaneously satisfy the filing obligation of the registrant under any of 
the following provisions (see General Instruction A.2. below):  
   

   

   

   

   
      

  

  

  

  

Delaware   1-33338   13-2721761 
(State of  

incorporation)    
(Commission  
File Number)    

(IRS Employer  
Identification No.)  

77 Hot Metal Street  
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania   15203-2329 

(Address of principal executive offices)   (Zip Code) 

  

� Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425) 

� Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12) 

� Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 14d-2(b) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14d-2(b)) 

� Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 13e-4(c) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.13e-4(c)) 



The information in this Item 2.02 of Form 8-K, including the accompanying exhibits, shall not be deemed to be “filed” for the 
purposes of Section 18 of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”), or otherwise subject to the liability 
of such section, nor shall such information be deemed incorporated by reference in any filing under the Securities Act of 1933 
or the Exchange Act, regardless of the general incorporation language of such filing, except as shall be expressly set forth by 
specific reference in such filing.  

On May 20, 2015, American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. (the “Company”) issued a press release announcing, among other things, 
the Company’s financial results for the first quarter ended May 2, 2015. A copy of this press release is attached hereto as 
Exhibit 99.1. The Company’s Management team held a conference call on May 20, 2015 at 11:00 a.m. Eastern Time to review 
the aforementioned financial results. A replay of the conference call will be available beginning May 20, 2015 at 2:00 p.m. 
Eastern Time through May 27, 2015. To listen to the replay, dial 1-877-870-5176, or internationally dial 1-858-384-5517, and 
reference confirmation code 13607264. An audio replay of the conference call will also be available at http://investors.ae.com. 
A copy of the conference call transcript is attached hereto as Exhibit 99.2.  

   

(d) Exhibits  
   

   

ITEM 2.02. Results of Operations and Financial Condition 

ITEM 9.01. Financial Statements and Exhibits 

Exhibit 
No.    Description 

99.1*    Press Release dated May 20, 2015 announcing first quarter 2015 financial results 

99.2*    Conference Call Transcript dated May 20, 2015 

* Such Exhibit is being “ furnished”  (not filed) pursuant to Item 2.02 of the Current Report on Form 8-K. 



SIGNATURE  

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the 
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.  
   

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC. 
(Registrant) 

Date: May 22, 2015 By: /s/ Scott Hurd  
Scott Hurd 
Senior Vice President, Chief Accounting Officer 
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E XHIBIT 99.1 

A MERICAN E AGLE O UTFITTERS  
R EPORTS S TRONG F IRST Q UARTER 2015 R ESULTS  

WITH 7% C OMPARABLE S ALES G ROWTH AND EPS OF $0.15 VERSUS $0.02 L AST Y EAR  

PITTSBURGH–May 20, 2015 - American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. (NYSE:AEO) today reported EPS of $0.15 for the first quarter ended May 2, 
2015, a significant increase from EPS of $0.02 for the comparable quarter last year, and above EPS guidance of $0.09 to $0.12. The EPS 
figures refer to diluted earnings per share.  

Jay Schottenstein, Interim CEO commented, “Our strong first quarter results reflected outstanding merchandise and customer-focused 
execution. Both AE and aerie performed well, achieving higher sales and earnings, proving successful in a price promotional retail climate. We 
will continue to raise the bar by offering great product quality, innovation, style and value. Across the organization, we are focused on the 
market opportunity to leverage our competitive strengths in merchandising, new technologies and capabilities to gain further market share and 
deliver earnings growth.”  

First Quarter 2015 Results  
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Inventory  

Total merchandise inventories at the end of the first quarter increased 1% to $333 million compared to $329 million last year. At cost per foot, 
inventory was flat. Second quarter 2015 ending inventory at cost per foot is expected to be up in the mid single-digits due to merchandise 
investments and positive sales trends.  

Capital Expenditures  

In the first quarter, capital expenditures totaled $42 million. For fiscal 2015, the company continues to expect capital expenditures of 
approximately $150 million, which includes the chain-wide roll-out of the point of sale system, supporting technologies and the completion of 
our new fulfillment center, as well as new and remodeled store investments.  

  •   Total net revenue increased 8% to $700 million from $646 million last year. 

  •   Consolidated comparable sales increased 7%, compared to a 10% decrease last year. 

  
•   Gross profit increased 16% to $262 million and rose 260 basis points to 37.5% as a rate to revenue. A reduction in the markdown 

rate led to approximately 290 basis points of merchandise margin expansion, which was partially offset by 30 basis points of 
buying, occupancy and warehousing deleverage. 

  
•   Selling, general and administrative expense of $185 million was flat to last year. As a rate to revenue, SG&A leveraged 210 basis 

points to 26.5% compared to 28.6% last year. Our expense reduction initiatives offset increases in incentive and variable selling 
expense, driven by strong sales performance. 

  •   Operating income increased to $42 million from $8 million last year, and the operating margin expanded 470 basis points to 6.0% 
as a rate to revenue. 

  •   Other income of $6 million is primarily comprised of currency gains related to cash held in Canadian dollars. 

  •   EPS of $0.15, a significant increase from EPS of $0.02 last year. 



Store Information  

In the quarter, the company opened four new factory stores, including one in Mexico, and closed six locations, including three AE and three 
aerie stores. Ten international licensed stores opened during the quarter, including five stores in Japan, four stores in Israel and the first store in 
Qatar. For additional first quarter 2015 actual and fiscal 2015 projected store information, see the accompanying table.  

Cash and Investments  

The company ended the quarter with total cash and investments of $327 million compared to $328 million last year.  

Second Quarter Outlook  

Based on a high single digit increase in comparable sales, management expects second quarter 2015 EPS to be approximately $0.11 to $0.14. 
This guidance excludes potential asset impairment and restructuring charges, and compares to EPS of $0.03 last year.  

Conference Call and Supplemental Financial Information  

Today, management will host a conference call and real time webcast at 11:00 a.m. Eastern Time. To listen to the call, dial 1-877-407-0789 or 
internationally dial 1-201-689-8562 or go to http://investors.ae.com to access the webcast and audio replay. Also, a financial results 
presentation is posted on the company’s website.  

Non-GAAP Measures  

The company has provided merchandise margin, a non-GAAP financial measure defined as gross margin excluding buying, occupancy and 
warehousing costs. This measure is not based on any standardized methodology prescribed by GAAP and is not necessarily comparable to 
similar measures presented by other companies. This amount is not determined in accordance with GAAP and therefore, should not be used 
exclusively in evaluating the Company’s business and operations.  

* * * *  

About American Eagle Outfitters, Inc.  

American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. (NYSE: AEO) is a leading global specialty retailer offering high-quality, on-trend clothing, accessories and 
personal care products at affordable prices under its American Eagle Outfitters ® and Aerie ® brands. The company operates more than 1,000 
stores in the United States, Canada, Mexico, China, Hong Kong and the United Kingdom, and ships to 81 countries worldwide through its 
websites. American Eagle Outfitters and Aerie merchandise also is available at 111 international stores operated by licensees in 17 countries. 
For more information, please visit www.ae.com.  

“Safe Harbor” Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: This release contains forward-looking statements, which 
represent our expectations or beliefs concerning future events, including second quarter 2015 results. All forward-looking statements made by 
the company involve material risks and uncertainties and are subject to change based on factors beyond the company’s control. Such factors 
include, but are not limited to the risk that the company’s operating, financial and capital plans may not be achieved and the risks described in 
the Risk Factor Section of the company’s Form 10-K and Form 10-Q filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Accordingly, the 
company’s future performance and financial results may differ materially from those expressed or implied in any such forward-looking 
statements. The company does not undertake to publicly update or revise its forward-looking statements even if future changes make it clear 
that projected results expressed or implied will not be realized.  

CONTACT: American Eagle Outfitters, Inc.  
                     Kristen Zaccagnini, 412-432-3300  



AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.  
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS  

(Dollars in thousands)  
   

     
May 2,  
2015     

January 31,  
2015     

May 3,  
2014   

     (unaudited)           (unaudited)   
ASSETS         

Cash and cash equivalents     $ 326,907      $ 410,697      $ 327,699    
Merchandise inventory       332,645        278,972        329,249    
Accounts receivable       64,010        67,894        67,720    
Prepaid expenses and other       77,503        73,848        90,227    
Deferred income taxes       58,574        59,102        46,057    

                               

Total current assets    859,639      890,513      860,952    
                               

Property and equipment, net    706,885      694,856      680,378    
Intangible assets, net    47,419      47,206      49,087    
Goodwill    13,243      13,096      13,598    
Non-current deferred income taxes    9,129      14,035      11,663    
Other assets    36,445      37,202      36,199    

                               

Total Assets  $ 1,672,760    $ 1,696,908    $ 1,651,877    
         

  

        

  

        

  

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY  
Accounts payable  $ 203,239    $ 191,146    $ 195,703    
Accrued compensation and payroll taxes    40,379      44,884      31,219    
Accrued rent    78,741      78,567      74,023    
Accrued income and other taxes    6,504      33,110      7,756    
Unredeemed gift cards and gift certificates    37,385      47,888      35,578    
Current portion of deferred lease credits    13,125      12,969      13,155    
Other current liabilities and accrued expenses    49,415      50,529      38,303    

                               

Total current liabilities    428,788      459,093      395,737    
         

  
        

  
        

  

Deferred lease credits    57,162      54,516      61,562    
Non-current accrued income taxes    10,884      10,456      11,063    
Other non-current liabilities    30,521      33,097      34,357    

         
  

        
  

        
  

Total non-current liabilities    98,567      98,069      106,982    
                               

Commitments and contingencies    —        —        —      
Preferred stock    —        —        —      
Common stock    2,496      2,496      2,496    
Contributed capital    563,709      569,675      556,054    
Accumulated other comprehensive income    (11,044 )    (9,944 )    16,093    
Retained earnings    1,545,674      1,543,085      1,542,106    
Treasury stock    (955,430 )    (965,566 )    (967,591 )  

                               

Total stockholders’  equity    1,145,405      1,139,746      1,149,158    
                               

Total Liabilities and Stockholders’  Equity  $ 1,672,760    $ 1,696,908    $ 1,651,877    
         

  

        

  

        

  

Current Ratio    2.00      1.94      2.18    



AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.  
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS  
(Dollars and shares in thousands, except per share amounts)  

(unaudited)  
   

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.  
GAAP TO NON-GAAP RECONCILIATION  

(unaudited)  
   

     
GAAP Basis  

13 Weeks Ended   

     
May 2,  
2015      

% of  
Revenue     

May 3,  
2014      

% of  
Revenue   

Total net revenue    $ 699,520         100.0 %    $ 646,129         100.0 %  
Cost of sales, including certain buying, occupancy and warehousing expenses      437,308         62.5 %      420,284         65.1 %  

                                           

Gross profit   262,212      37.5 %    225,845      34.9 %  
Selling, general and administrative expenses   185,091      26.5 %    185,058      28.6 %  
Depreciation and amortization   35,127      5.0 %    32,362      5.0 %  

                                           

Operating income   41,994      6.0 %    8,425      1.3 %  
Other income, net   5,970      0.9 %    686      0.1 %  

                                           

Income before income taxes   47,964      6.9 %    9,111      1.4 %  
Provision for income taxes   18,909      2.6 %    5,245      0.8 %  

                                           

Net income $ 29,055      4.4 %  $ 3,866      0.6 %  
                                           

Net income per basic share $ 0.15    $ 0.02    

Net income per diluted share $ 0.15    $ 0.02    

Weighted average common shares outstanding - basic   194,975      194,060    
Weighted average common shares outstanding - diluted   195,880      194,702    

     

13 Weeks Ended 
 

May 2, 2015   
GAAP Gross Margin Basis Point Improvement       260    
Add back: Buying, Occupancy and Warehousing Cost Basis Point Leverage       30    

           

Non-GAAP Merchandise Margin Basis Point Improvement    290    



AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.  
COMPARABLE SALES RESULTS BY BRAND  

(unaudited)  
   

   

AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.  
STORE INFORMATION  

(unaudited)  
   

   

     
First Quarter  

Comparable Sales   
     2015     2014   
American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. (1)       7 %      -10 %  

AE Total Brand (1)       7 %      -11 %  
aerie Total Brand (1)       12 %      -4 %  

(1) AEO Direct is included in consolidated and total brand comparable sales. 

     

First Quarter 
 

Fiscal 2015     
Fiscal 2015  
Guidance   

Consolidated stores at beginning of period       1,056        1,056    
Consolidated stores opened during the period       

AE Brand       4        20    
aerie       —          2    

Consolidated stores closed during the period       
AE Brand       (3 )      (45-50 )  
aerie       (3 )      (20-25 )  

                     

Total consolidated stores at end of period    1,054      1,003 - 1,013    

Stores remodeled and refurbished during the period    10      25-30    
Total gross square footage at end of period    6,617,032      Not Provided    

International license stores at end of period (1)    109      141    

(1) International license stores are not included in the consolidated store data or the total gross square footage calculation. 



Exhibit 99.2 

American Eagle Outfitters, Inc.  

First Quarter 2015 Earnings  

Conference Call Transcript May 20, 2015  

Operator: Greetings and welcome to the American Eagle Outfitters First Quarter 2015 Earnings Conference Call. At this time, all participants 
are in a listen-only mode. A question and answer session will follow the formal presentation. If anyone should require operator assistance 
during the conference, please press star, zero on your telephone keypad. As a reminder, this conference is being recorded.  

It’s now my pleasure to introduce your host, Ms. Judy Meehan, Vice President of Investor Relations. Thank you. You may begin.  

Judy Meehan – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – VP IR: Good morning everyone. Joining me today for our prepared remarks are Jay 
Schottenstein, Interim Chief Executive Officer; Chad Kessler, Global Brand President of the AE brand; Jen Foyle, Global Brand President of 
aerie, and Mary Boland, Chief Financial and Administrative Officer. Also joining us for Q&A today are Roger Markfield, our Chief Creative 
Director; Michael Rempell, Chief Operating Officer, and Simon Nankervis, EVP of Global Commercial Operations.  

Before we begin today’s call I need to remind you that we will make certain forward-looking statements. These statements are based upon 
information that represents the Company’s current expectations or beliefs. The results actually realized may differ materially based on risk 
factors included in our SEC filings. We have also posted a financial supplement with additional financial details on our website.  

Now, I’d like to turn the call over to Jay.  

Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Interim CEO: Thank you, Judy. Good morning everyone. I’d like to start the day by 
congratulating the team for outstanding execution. Both AE and aerie performed remarkably well, achieving higher sales and margins and 
proving again that we can win in today’s competitive environment. The team has done a great job building on the business momentum we saw 
in the latter part of 2014, and we’re pleased to see momentum continue into the current period. When I reflect on what has changed since early 
2014, we now have a greater focus on our customers and are delivering a better overall experience. Our merchandise assortments are more 
innovative, on trend and better quality, while also offering outstanding value. Marketing messages have been clearer with less focus on 
promotions and more emphasis on merchandise, outfitting, and a more compelling brand experience, and we are thrilled that our customers 
have taken notice and are responding. Now let me review some of the highlights of the first quarter.  

Net revenue rose 8% and comparable sales increased 7%. EPS of $0.15 was up significantly from $0.02 last year. This is also above our 
guidance of $0.09 to $0.12. We had a higher penetration of full-price sales and lower promotional activities. This led to significantly higher 
merchandise margins. There was much greater consistency across our business with positive results in AE men’s, women’s and aerie. SG&A 
expense was well controlled, enabling us to deliver stronger sales leverage. Inventories are in good shape, and the team managed well through 
the port slowdown. An upgraded digital experience and new flexible fulfillment capabilities also contributed to stronger results, while making 
customer satisfaction. We ended the period in excellent financial condition with $327 million in cash and no debt. The quarter represented the 
third quarter in a row of year-over-year earnings growth. We feel great about this progress, yet our focus is clearly on the future and building 
on our recent success.  

Over the past few years, we’ve made significant investments and we’re now in position to reap the benefits of this work. For example, this 
quarter our digital business accelerated to double-digit growth due to improved merchandise and customer experience, better site functionality, 
upgraded imagery and marketing. We are pleased with buy online, ship from store, and look forward to launching reserve online shortly. These 
new capabilities combined with our new state of the art fulfillment center are providing efficiencies. We’re able to rationalize inventory 
investments, reduce markdowns and our customer delivery times are 25 to 30% faster. The closing of our Warrendale DC this summer will 
yield fulfillment cost savings. With the infrastructure and capabilities now in place, we are focused on optimizing the benefits to our business 
and financial returns over the course of this year and into next.  



Global expansion continues with the recent addition of new license partners in Chile, Peru, South Korea, Greece and Singapore, and we are 
pleased by the progress being made in company-owned markets, specifically China and Mexico.  

Our company is well positioned for the future. The leadership team is doing an outstanding job executing improvements across the 
organization. As Jen and Chad continue to take the lead as global brand presidents, we are fortunate to have Roger engaged with the business to 
ensure a smooth transition. As we move forward, we are in a unique position to capitalize on opportunities in the marketplace.  

Now I’ll hand the call over to Chad.  

Chad Kessler – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - AE brand: Thanks Jay and good morning. I’d like to begin by 
underscoring something Roger said last quarter, that our vision and priorities over the past 15 months have been the absolute right areas of 
focus. These are people, product, process and presentation. Our strategies to strengthen our business and customer offerings include: People. I 
believe we have the right team in place, committed to developing the best American Eagle assortment globally and across channels. Product. 
First, we have turned up our focus on merchandise innovation. Denim X and soft and sexy tops are a few examples. Second, we’ve improved 
product quality and we’re getting paid for that quality while continuing to offer outstanding value to our customers. Third, we’re delivering 
strong seasonal concepts that are well curated and edited to be consistent with our brand’s heritage, yet highly relevant to the latest trends and 
styles. Our current beach whites and indigo blues are good examples. Process. We are committed to lean inventories that will grow at a slower 
rate than sales. We will test and react into trends to be more accurate in our buys each season. Presentation. We are focused on clear and 
engaging in-store and online presentations as well as a more fun customer-centric shopping experience. Although there’s still work to do and 
much opportunity ahead of us, we are extremely pleased to see a positive response and strong demand from our customers.  

The American Eagle brand 7% comparable sales increase and merchandise margin expansion were the result of a much healthier and 
significantly less promotional business throughout the quarter. This was aided by our marketing efforts that led with product first, rather than a 
singular focus on price.  

We delivered a higher average unit retail and average transaction value. Traffic and conversion also improved from recent quarters, and we 
were extremely pleased that we outpaced mall traffic consistently throughout the quarter. Our inventories were well positioned, enabling us to 
read and react to product trends more effectively and chase strong selling categories. I’d like to underscore our commitment to tightly 
managing inventories, targeting sales above inventory growth.  

Now, looking at merchandise performance, I’m pleased that we achieved consistent results across men’s, women’s and accessories. AE 
bottoms performed well in the quarter, driven by shorts, pants and women’s denim. We’ve seen significant improvement in women’s tops, both 
wovens and knits, which also contributed nicely to the margin gains. This has been a category of intense focus by the teams so it’s especially 
gratifying to see our customers responding so well. We also experienced strong results in dresses, soft accessories, as well as men’s knit tops 
and woven shirts. With that said, we see plenty of opportunity for additional improvement and we need to keep delivering.  

For back to school and fall, we have been busy testing new merchandise lines and have the benefit of reacting to strong current trends. We will 
continue to focus on providing great value, and importantly, building customer loyalty and a better reputation for quality. I’m also excited 
about strengthening the shopping experience through projects like our new mobile app, and further omni-channel development.  



Before I turn it over to Jen, I’d like to thank our teams for their drive and commitment. I’m extremely fortunate to be surrounded by 
outstanding creative talent at all levels. You can be assured we’re energized to continue to build on our early success this spring.  

Now I’ll turn the call over to Jen.  

Jen Foyle – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - aerie: Thanks, Chad, and good morning. I’m pleased to be here this 
morning to review aerie’s recent accomplishments. Over the past few years, we’ve been highly focused on building our brand and gaining 
further customer awareness and loyalty. In the first quarter comparable sales increased 12%, and we continue to increase our profitability. Like 
AE, our average unit retails increased and markdowns declined. aerie’s traffic was nicely positive as we made good progress gaining new 
customers. Now a few highlights and opportunities.  

We’ve had greater consistency in our core bra and undie businesses. Our design and merchant teams have done a great job raising the bar and 
delivering more newness and innovation, including the trend right bralette assortment as well as new layering in sports bras.  

Product extensions and new categories such as swim, accessories and soft dressing, are producing strong results. For example, swim has grown 
to nearly 20% of sales in a short period of time and is now a core aerie category. We see tremendous opportunity for further product extensions, 
particularly within our digital business.  

Brand marketing such as aerie real and our selfie beach party this spring have begun to distinguish our brand and create positive buzz. More 
customer outreach and engagement is a major, major priority as we move the brand forward. We continue to explore ideas like our 
collaboration with Yellowberry to create excitement and to broaden the scope of our customer base.  

The aerie digital business has been extremely strong, and we’re also seeing good improvements from our store repositioning efforts. We’ve 
been closing unproductive standalone stores and relocating close to AE stores. Essentially, we’ve seen higher sales, productivity and 
profitability. Our new format stores which are brighter, more open, modern and easier to shop are performing very well.  

Before I turn it over to Mary, I would like to congratulate the aerie team on a great quarter. I’m really proud of the work the team has done. We 
have tremendous runway ahead and I look forward to continuing the momentum, and now I’ll turn it over to Mary.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: Thanks, Jen. Good morning everyone. We are 
very pleased with our strong first quarter results as better merchandise and strong customer response led to better than expected sales, a higher 
AUR and a lower markdown rate. We also effectively controlled costs and saw the benefits of our expense reduction initiatives as we leveraged 
SG&A. All of this led to significant earnings growth from last year and a beat to our initial first quarter guidance.  

Now looking at the details of the quarter, total net revenue increased 8% to $700 million from $646 million last year. Consolidated comparable 
sales increased 7%. By brand, AE comps were up 7% and aerie increased 12%. Traffic was flat in the quarter, which was particularly gratifying 
after many consecutive quarters of traffic declines. The average transaction value increased in the low double digits, driven by a low double-
digit increase in AUR. The strength in our AUR was driven by a combination of more full-priced sales and less promotions based on a positive 
response from our customers to our product investments. Additional sales information can be found on Page 5 of the presentation.  

Total gross profit increased 16% to $262 million, and as a rate to revenue, rose 260 basis points to 37.5%. A reduction in the markdown rate led 
to approximately 290 basis points of merchandise margin expansion. This was partially offset by 30 basis points of BOW deleverage, due 
primarily to higher delivery costs from an increase in direct orders, including orders filled through buy online, ship from store. We’re seeing 
clear benefits from our buy online, ship from store capability, which is driving incremental sales, higher customer satisfaction and reduced 
markdowns, yet we are still refining the algorithms to better balance the benefits with the increased delivery costs of split shipments. However, 
within BOW, it is important to note that rents slightly leveraged for the quarter.  



SG&A expense was well controlled in the quarter. Expense dollars were flat to last year at $185 million. Our expense reduction efforts 
offset an increase in incentive and variable selling expense, driven by the strong sales performance. We’re pleased to see that SG&A 
leveraged 210 basis points to 26.5% as a rate to revenue compared to 28.6% last year. Depreciation and amortization increased to $35 
million and remained flat at 5% as a rate to revenue. The increase was due to the new fulfillment center, omni-channel projects, and IT 
investments.  

Operating income grew to $42 million from $8 million last year and operating margin expanded 470 basis points to 6% as a rate to revenue.  

As we mentioned last quarter, the port slowdown cost approximately $0.02 in EPS in the first quarter, largely due to increased freight. 
Additionally, we had a gain of approximately $0.02 or $6 million within other income which was primarily due to currency gains related to 
cash held in Canadian dollars. EPS of $0.15 increased significantly from $0.02 reported last year.  

Turning to the balance sheet starting with inventory, which can be found on page 6 of the presentation, we ended the quarter with inventory at 
cost per foot flat to last year. We expect second quarter ending inventory to be up in the mid single digits following a decline last year. 
Inventory is well positioned and can support increased demand as we utilize our chase capabilities as well as our flexible fulfillment tools.  

We ended the first quarter with $327 million in cash and investments compared to $328 million last year. Capital expenditures totaled $42 
million for the quarter and we continue to expect capex to be approximately $150 million for the year. This includes the chain-wide rollout of 
the point of sale system and supporting technologies, the completion of our new fulfillment center, and new and remodeled store investments.  

During the quarter, we opened four factory stores and closed six stores, including three AE mainline and three aerie standalone locations. 
Additionally, there were 10 international licensed store openings and we ended the quarter with 109 licensed stores across 17 countries. 
Additional store information can be found on pages 9 through 11.  

Now regarding the second quarter outlook, based on an expected high single-digit increase in comparable sales, we expect second quarter EPS 
of $0.11 to $0.14. The guidance compares to EPS of $0.03 last year and excludes potential impairment and restructuring charges.  

In the second quarter, we expect continued gross margin expansion due primarily to reduced markdowns and higher full-price selling. Total 
SG&A dollars are expected to increase slightly based on variable selling expense and related incentive costs. We are targeting SG&A leverage 
as we drive lower fixed SG&A expense dollars.  

As Jay said, across the organization, we are intensely focused on executing our priorities to continue our momentum and capitalize on the 
opportunities within the marketplace. Thanks, and now we’ll take your questions.  

Operator: Thank you. At this time, we will be conducting a question and answer session. To allow for as many questions as possible, we ask 
that you please limit yourself to one question. If you would like to ask a question, please press star, one on your telephone keypad. The 
confirmation tone will indicate that your line is in the question queue. You may press star, two if you’d like to remove your question from the 
queue. For participants using speaker equipment, it may be necessary to pick up your handset before pressing the star keys.  

Our first question is coming from the line of Adrienne Yih with Janney Capital Markets. Please proceed with your question.  

Adrienne Yih-Janney Capital Markets-Analyst: Good morning everybody. Congratulations. It’s a tough environment and you guys are 
performing unbelievably well. I just wanted to make that comment.  



Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Interim CEO : Thank you.  

Adrienne Yih-Janney Capital Markets-Analyst: It does look great, it really does. So Roger or Chad, can you talk about the notion of this 
knit top cycle? How long does it typically last? Clearly it’s coming through for you, probably driving ATV. Can you give us some kind of 
visibility into kind of the back half and typically how long these types of cycles can last for you? Thank you.  

Chad Kessler – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - AE brand: Hi, it’s Chad. Thank you for your comments about 
the quarter. In terms of knits, I don’t personally have the years of experience that Roger does here at American Eagle, but in terms it of my 
experience in the sector generally, I think it’s a trend that can last years. I think we’re really at the beginning of a strong knit cycle. I think with 
our test process and fabric innovations we’re bringing, I think we really see runway ahead of us in terms of continuing to leverage the knits 
business and see strong sales margin improvement there.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Oliver Chen with Cowen & Company. Please proceed with your question.  

Oliver Chen-Cowen & Company-Analyst: Hi. Congrats on awesome looking products and the execution here. I had a question on your 
speech regarding the balance of quality versus value versus the promotional atmosphere. What are the main drivers in terms of your thinking 
about that, and does the AUC give you some flexibility in investing? Then on the denim side, we’ve been very impressed with your innovation 
and kind of leading the curve in the bottoms business as well. What would you point out as distinguishing your ahead-of-the-curve execution 
on the bottoms and what attributes of that would be great?  

Chad Kessler – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - AE brand: Great. So I think in terms of value, value is a 
critical part of the American Eagle brand. In terms of the quality and value and that whole balance, we are looking to offer as much value as 
possible. We really believe that with what we put into the product, our items are a better value than the competitors’ in the mall. I think when 
we look at prior years when we haven’t seen the success we saw this quarter, we’ve been trying to compete more on price, on ticket price and 
on promotional price and less on offering the best product for the best value to the customer. I think we’ve seen through the results this quarter 
that the customer recognizes the quality we’ve invested and recognizes the value they get at American Eagle, and we’re able to be less 
promotional because of that and sell closer to the ticket price.  

In terms of the AUC, we definitely are able to leverage some of the raw material savings that we’re seeing, and use that to invest back into the 
product, further enhancing the value we’re able to provide to the customer.  

In terms of denim innovations, I think we really have built a denim center of excellence here. Denim is really the foundation of our bottoms 
business that drives so much of our customer loyalty, so we’re constantly looking for innovation. We partner with our mills. Our designers are 
out all over the world looking for what’s happening in terms of denim trends, both in fabric, fit, wash, all of it, and we really—as I said, we 
have a team here that’s dedicated solely to making sure that our denim is one step ahead of everybody else’s, and even just as importantly, it 
falls into that same quality and value equation we look at with the whole brand.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Anna Andreeva from Oppenheimer. Please proceed with your question.  

Anna Andreeva-Oppenheimer-Analyst: Great. Thanks so much and congratulations to the team on great results.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer : Thank you.  

Anna Andreeva-Oppenheimer-Analyst: I guess the question is to Chad. Your traffic improved nicely. Just how should we think about the 
AUR versus transaction dynamic as we look into the back half? In other words, should we think of traffic as an opportunity as you lap the big 
declines from last year? And to Mary, I guess with $2 in cash per share and cap ex coming down and steady improvement in the business, any 
updated thoughts on special dividends or buybacks? Thanks.  



Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: I think I can maybe, Chad, take both questions. 
So as I look at our AUR for the balance of the year, we continue to see opportunity there for growth as the team puts forward an amazing 
assortment that our customer is responding to. I do think leveraging traffic, while we did leverage traffic in Q1, that continues to be an 
opportunity, and I would say traffic in general, as that’s starting to improve here, should also be an opportunity as we move through the year.  

Regarding our cash and how we’re thinking about our cash, it’s always about having the right balance here. Our first priority is to invest in our 
business, and we return to our shareholders through a pretty robust dividend. We’ll just continue to manage or monitor the cash balance. We do 
need to put lots of quarters back to back here of great improvement and we hope to see that trend continue.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Paul Alexander with BB&T Capital Markets. Please proceed with your 
question.  

Paul Alexander: Paul Alexander-BB&T-Analyst: Great. Thank you. Can you talk about the trajectory of the comp trend through the quarter? 
Was April one of the weaker months in the quarter or the weakest given the early Easter and spring break, and if so, what gives you the 
confidence that you can accelerate from that weaker trend to drive a higher 2Q comp than first quarter? Thank you.  

Chad Kessler – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - AE brand: We aren’t going to break out our comps by month, 
Paul, but definitely with Easter happening—the Easter peak definitely shifted towards March but coming at the end of the quarter, we’re very 
happy with the results we saw as the quarter finished up and happy with the results we’re seeing as we begin the second quarter, and that’s 
where we’re getting the confidence around the comps.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Randy Konik with Jeffries. Please proceed with your question.  

Randy Konik-Jefferies-Analyst: Thanks a lot. First with Mary, when you spoke about the deleverage from buying, occupancy and warehouse 
and deleverage it says in the press release, you made it sound like look, we got leverage on our rent but we had this more ship-from-store 
impact our costs on that. So can you give us some perspective on is that something that’s more temporary in nature, or something that’s going 
to be impacting the long term trajectory of the gross margin line? So that’s that question. Then I guess for Chad and Jen, you spoke about 
different areas where you’re either focused on with the business, and in particular process, where are you on the process side from a test and 
react standpoint, and how much of that, I guess, helped you drive better results in the quarter and just to try to think about the sustainability of 
an improving trajectory on the process improvement helping drive more stable results in the next two to four to, you know, eight quarters? 
Thanks.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: Randy, regarding the BOW leverage question, 
so as I said rent did slightly leverage here in Q1 and it was offset by the incremental costs related to split shipments. You know, we piloted buy 
online, ship from store last year and have rolled that out as the year went on, and we’ve learned a lot, and we continue to adjust the algorithms 
to better balance fulfilling customer demand and the higher costs of split shipments. So we continue to refine those adjustments, so I don’t 
think it’s an ongoing issue as we look throughout the rest of the year. As I look forward to Q2, expect to see more leverage in BOW as we 
continue to see the benefit of store closures, and fine-tune those BOSS algorithms that we have.  

Operator: Thank you.  

Judy Meehan – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – VP IR: Sorry. Jess, we’ re going to answer the rest of that question.  



Chad Kessler – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - AE brand: I think in terms of the process, I think it’s 
important to note that really for us, we see that the process is back in place and what we really try to do is make sure we’re focused first on 
inventory control and making sure we have enough leaving open to buy in order to chase within existing quarters. Part of that is really focused 
on existing business, knowing what’s selling, what to react to, and how to chase through our supply chain. Then the second key thing is really 
making sure that we are continuing to test and react to each upcoming season. So we just finished a back to school test that we’ll be responding 
to for July and August, and we do that for every season. Making sure that we are getting out ahead of where customer demand will be and that 
we have open inventory and open receipts and that we can configure inventories to match demand.  

Jen Foyle – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - aerie: The same for aerie. We platform our fabrics early on in the 
season, either on a six-month base or 12-month base and then we move from there. Also just to add on, we have a pretty unbelievable focus 
group called Eagle’s Eye, and we literally go to our customers and listen to them and what they want. So it’s not just about testing and reacting; 
it’s about really supporting what the customer wants.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Matthew Boss with J.P. Morgan. Please proceed with your question.  

Christina Brathwaite-J.P. Morgan-Analyst: Hi, it’s Christina Brathwaite on for Matt. Thank you for taking our question. Just on the store 
count, given the guidance for 100 AE store closures through fiscal ’16, you’ll be running up against that target by the end of fiscal ’15 based on 
your guidance. How should we be thinking about yearly prunings beyond this year and an ideal store count between full price, factory, 
domestic and international? Then on your comps at the factory channel, so really obviously really impressed with comps at the full price but 
factory keeps underperforming. Can you just walk us through the drivers of the underperformance and any initiative to improve things there?  

Simon Nankervis – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - EVP of Global Commercial Business: Thanks, Christina. It’s Simon. Just to talk to 
you about store count, you’re right, by the end of this year we’ll have basically got to the number that we forecasted 12 months regarding store 
closures. I think from our perspective, we have a highly profitable fleet. The majority of our stores remain four wall profitable in every channel 
including the factory channel, and to be honest, we continually review. We review what’s happening with the malls, we review what’s 
happening with traffic and we look to opportunities to continue to evaluate the fleet and also see where customer demand is coming from.  

As we move towards our omni-channel initiatives, and Mary spoke earlier about our buy online, ship from store capabilities, we’re able to 
fulfill demand from a number of different distribution centers across the country. So I think we’ll continue to evaluate the fleet. We don’t have 
a number in mind. I think everyone gets fixated on what that number should be. We’ll continue to evaluate the fleet and its performance and 
just, look, in relation to factory, whilst we have seen a sales comp that didn’t perform against the chain, yet you also need to remember the 
profile of our malls. The majority of our factory, our outlet fleet is in exterior malls highly exposed to the weather. We did see decline in traffic 
comps in that channel as well over the last quarter against last year, which was significantly below the balance of chain, and as we think about 
going forward, we’ve seen the improvement in traffic and an improvement in the comps over the last quarter as the weather has got better and 
better. None of us ever want to talk about that but that’s been a reality, and Chad and his team continue to work on improving our merchandise 
assortment as we reflect the change in assortment that we’ve done in the main line as well.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of John Morris with BMO Capital Markets. Please proceed with your 
question.  



John Morris-BMO Capital Markets-Analyst: Thanks. My congratulations to everybody. Really great job on the execution. Chad and Jen, 
question for Chad first. The spring trends, the strength that you’re seeing there, how well do they translate to the fall? You’re clearly on track 
and I’m just wondering if you can give us a little more color on that. Especially with an eye towards denim against last year, what are you 
particularly excited about as you approach fall? And Jen, with aerie, really impressed with the strength in swim. Maybe if you can highlight 
other new initiatives that both helped in the quarter and what new initiatives you have planned that we can look forward to? Thanks.  

Chad Kessler – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - AE brand: Thanks for your comments and question, John. I 
think a lot of the macro trends we’re seeing in the business around women’s tops, knits and wovens—we didn’t mention it earlier but sweater—
and then in men’s with knits and wovens as well, we are confident we’ll continue to see those trends going into Q3 and Q4 in terms of 
improved product, and that the styles and the fashion itself does translate from a warmer weather season into a colder weather season. We’re 
still working on our back half assortments. We feel very good about what we’re seeing and what’s coming. In terms of your specific questions 
of back to school, we’re still too far out in terms of I don’t want to tell you what our secret sauce is for back to school. We don’t want people 
chasing what we have coming but we have—we talked about the process earlier. We have focus groups. We have tested multiple times some of 
the innovations that we have coming in men’s and women’s denim for back to school, and we are very excited. We can’t wait to have that 
product at stores in July.  

Jen Foyle – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - aerie: And the same here, I’m not going to share all our top secret 
information, but we are really excited for back to school. I mentioned this in a prior call but what we do love about the intimates business is it is 
seasonless. So bras and undies, we will continue to dominate in that category. We look forward to some new launches. We always launch new 
ideas every quarter and we’ll have some newness. Then it’s really about product extensions and really going after it and distorting those 
categories. So what we’ve done in swim, you’ll see coming up in the future. Soft dressing is a big win for us and we’ll continue to address that 
whole casual lifestyle, what the girl is doing today, and as we head into holiday, gifting is really a focus for us.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Dorothy Lakner with Topeka Capital Markets. Please proceed with your 
question.  

Dorothy Lakner-Topeka Capital Markets-Analyst: Thanks and good morning everyone and congratulations from me as well. The stores 
have been looking terrific. Just wanted to follow up a question on the international side of the business. What you’re seeing there? Are you 
seeing the same successes across categories, men’s and women’s, et cetera? And then secondly, will there be any residual impact from the port 
situation into the second quarter or is that behind us now? Thanks.  

Simon Nankervis – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - EVP of Global Commercial Business: So in relation to the international side of the 
business, Dorothy, I think basically we see that the brand resonates the same as it resonates in the U.S. We do see significant traction in the 
categories that Chad talked about in his opening remarks and that he’s talked to here. In relation to the men’s versus women’s, it really does 
depend on the market and the country, and I think if you think about the Middle East, we have a much stronger men’s business than we do 
women’s business, but if you think about Europe and Asia, we have a business that’s much more reflective of proportions that we see in North 
America. So all in all, we generally see the same trends, although the blends do move a little bit within the categories, but overall the 
performance by gender and by department and category within the brand is very similar to the U.S. business.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: And regarding residual impact of the port 
slowdown, there is a little bit in Q2 related to freight but it’s really not material. I do want to acknowledge the team and the great work they all 
did to help this company manage through a very long port slowdown and deliver the kind of business results that we’ve seen, so kudos to the 
entire team here.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Kimberly Greenberger with Morgan Stanley. Please proceed with your 
question.  



Kimberley Greenberger-Morgan Stanley-Analyst: Oh, great. Thank you so much for taking the question. Mary, I’m looking at the inventory 
balance here and I think you mentioned on the last call that you expected some average unit cost savings here for the year, but it looks like the 
AUC and the inventory is actually higher, so I’m wondering if you can help us understand what’s driving that. And then if you go into the back 
half of the year with the mid single-digit increase in your inventory buy, if the sale trends don’t sort of deliver where you think they will, is 
there an opportunity to sort of trim back on that inventory buy in-season without hurting the gross margin? Thank you so much.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: If I look—to answer your first question on 
AUC, yes, it is up a bit, really mostly driven by mix, but also by the product investment that Chad articulated earlier. If you think about our 
increase in Q1, for example, and AUC compared to our increase in AUR, a resounding response from our customer around product investments 
that we’re making, so great.  

Roger Markfield – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Executive Creative Director: I’d like to add a comment there. Our average 
transactional value was by far the highest in the history of the Company, so we have been getting paid for that additional average unit cost, and 
as we look forward, the sourcing machine is going to have better average unit costs.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Brian Tunick with RBC Capital Markets. Please proceed with your 
question.  

Brian Tunick-RBC Capital Markets-Analyst: Thanks. I’ll add my congrats as well. I guess understanding you don’t have a new CEO 
announcement yet, but as we try to balance store closures, the omni-channel shifts, the factory, international, I think you used to target I think a 
14 to 16% operating margin, so just wondering as we think about the changing dynamics of the business, what would be an updated target you 
would feel comfortable talking about? Then the second question is on traffic. I guess it was flat, it was nicely above the mall but what could be 
some efforts either regarding marketing spend or I think you’ve mentioned a new loyalty program. What are some of the other things you guys 
looked at last year that didn’t work so well and could be doing differently in the back half this year to drive traffic? Thanks so much.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: I’ll start off. You know, look, we do have a 
CEO sitting here at the table today, and he’s been instrumental in helping the leadership team drive the kind of results that we’ve seen and we 
expect that to continue as we move forward. I think your basic question about operating margin—which is a great question—can we get back to 
double digits, which has been our historical kind of performance? We’re delivering great top line and margin performance right now, but you 
know, having said that, I still do see opportunity across pretty much all elements of the P&L to drive that margin back to double-digit. Still 
opportunity here in top line. I see further opportunity for margin expansion, keeping control of BOW and still managing through the store 
closures, which we still have more to do. And then the team has done a great job of staying focused on our expenses and I expect that to 
continue as we move forward. So, you know, if you think about the combination of all of that, it should drive us over time here back to a 
double-digit operating margin.  

Simon Nankervis – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - EVP of Global Commercial Business: Brian, just in relation to your question around 
initiatives and opportunities to drive traffic, I’ll throw to Michael to talk about our omni-channel initiatives, but ultimately we monitor the 
malls, we monitor what our teams are doing, we look to what the mall owners are doing. We have a substantial investment on an annual basis 
in what the malls are doing regarding their marketing as all of us do who at least have a substantial real estate portfolio. We do believe that 
there are opportunities to continue to drive customers to malls and a large part of that will come down to our digital strategy and our potential 
to use the omni-channel network to fulfill both customer demand plus also establish a marketing cadence that is appropriate.  

Michael Rempell – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Chief Operating Officer: Yeah, so I would just add to what Simon said. I think in 
addition to obviously the product and marketing and more compelling store experience driving traffic above what’s happening in the mall to 
our stores, we are seeing that our increase in digital capabilities and spend is having an overall halo effect on the business. So digital 
performance marketing, we increased our investment, we’re seeing a nice return on that investment, and as Jay mentioned earlier, we’re 
launching additional initiatives like reserve in store that we feel very confident are going to drive qualified traffic into our stores in the second 
half.  



Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Rick Patel with Stevens. Please proceed with your question.  

Rick Patel-Stephens Inc.-Analyst: Thank you. I’ll add my congrats as well. Can you talk about your assumption for how the back half plays 
out for the teen sector as a whole as lower cotton prices start to flow through? Are you anticipating pricing pressure on average ticket? Do you 
think companies are going to go after margins? Just some thoughts on what you see as the base case scenario. And Mary, as you think about 
AUR continuing to improve, do you see that being driven by the strong momentum? Is it fewer promos year over year? Is it sales mix? Just 
some help behind that assumption.  

Michael Rempell – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Chief Operating Officer: I’ll talk about the costs first. I mean, someone referenced 
cost earlier. I think what we had said in earlier calls was that we expected flattish costs in the first half of the year, and improved costs in the 
second half of the year, and that’s certainly what we’re seeing. Like Mary said, mix has an impact on cost, on AUC overall, but we’re seeing 
significant improvement in costs based on lower raw materials, weak demand in the market, and some of the initiatives our team’s undertaken. 
Roger, I’ll let you talk about what you see in the sector.  

Roger Markfield – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Executive Creative Director:  Well, obviously the sector is in a bit of disarray and 
fortunately for us these are exciting times. Our brand momentum is as strong as it’s ever been. The average unit retail is dramatically higher. 
The transactional value is dramatically higher. The team we have in place, I think you’re listening to Chad and to Jen, are right on the notes. 
The product offering is stronger than ever. Our presence in terms of denim is huge and we’re the dominant player. That should all play well as 
we move into the second half of the year. Our women’s denim business is terrific right now, and the innovation that we have put in to men and 
women’s for back to school is very strong. We’re clearly the global brand in this demographic. We are the brand to reckon with and I would 
assume that this momentum will continue.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: Regarding AUR, you know, look, we expect, as 
Roger said, the competitive environment to continue, but as I look at our growth opportunity and AUR, fewer promotions are clearly a driver. 
Mix is also a driver, and more full price selling is also a key driver, but also good inventory management. So it is really the combination of all 
of the above, not one driving it more than another, and that’s why we have the confidence that it will continue as we move through the year.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Janet Kloppenburg with JJK Research. Please proceed with your question.  

Janet Kloppenburg-JJK Research-Analyst: Hi everybody and congratulations on such great progress.  

Jay Schottenstein – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Interim CEO: Thanks, Janet.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: Thanks, Janet.  

Chad Kessler – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - AE brand: Thanks, Janet.  

Jen Foyle – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - aerie: Thanks, Janet.  

Michael Rempell – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Chief Operating Officer: Thanks, Janet.  

Janet Kloppenburg-JJK Research-Analyst: I wanted to ask, first Chad, if you could talk about the progress you’ve made in the men’s 
business and what opportunities there are going forward. Also for Jen, very exciting what’s happening with the aerie brand and I’m wondering 
if new store openings or acceleration of new store openings may be in the works. For Mary, when I look at the second quarter, I know there’s a 
lot of opportunity on the top line, but your margin performance last year in the second quarter was healthier than in the first, so I’m wondering 
if we should be thinking that the gross margin opportunity could be the same or equal to the first quarter. Thanks so much.  



Chad Kessler – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - AE brand: Janet, I’ll go first with your question about men’s. 
Definitely glad that we saw positive comps across both men’s and women’s in Q1. The men’s bottoms business is still a bit stronger than the 
tops business. In total, we did see some great traffic or great results in men’s knits and in men’s woven tops, but in total, we really feel like we 
still have great opportunity in men’s tops. So that’s where we’ve seen a turnaround, in the men’s tops business and it’s a good focus now to 
make sure we see that same improvement in the men’s tops area. I also don’t want to leave out the bottoms area, just in terms that that business 
has been stronger than the tops business in men’s, but as well we have coming for back to school, we are very bullish in men’s bottoms as well, 
but tops will continue to be an area of focus there. I think part of it for us is looking at I think there’s a shift in how guys are dressing. They’re 
incorporating more athletic apparel and more—sort of more of a mix between sportswear and athletic wear, and I think that’s a place where we 
need to play a little catch-up and also move the men’s styling forward there. But we feel good about the men’s business and we are definitely 
focused on making sure that we get the tops business moving along nicely.  

Jen Foyle – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Global Brand President - aerie: And Janet, in aerie—thank you again for your comments, by 
the way—we’re really excited about what we’re seeing in the smaller format, so the side by side locations where we’re really leveraging AE. 
So nice momentum there and we love the new store concept. The team did an amazing job, really upping the ante on all the visuals and just the 
customer experience has been really well received. That said, we are going to test and scale a smaller standalone box and we’re going to see 
what it does. We love what we’re seeing again in the side by side locations, so this will be a test and scale and we’ll go from there.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: Janet, regarding gross margin, just looking at 
the data here, Q2 gross margin last year was down slightly from Q1 of last year, which I think is our normal historical trend, but I think more 
importantly here for Q2 would expect to see good improvement year over year in our gross margin like we saw in Q1.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Simeon Siegel with Nomura Securities. Please proceed with your question. 

Simeon Siegel-Nomura Securities-Analyst: Thanks, good morning. So what do you expect the licensing income to be this year? Maybe any 
thoughts longer term there given the clear success you’re having with those stores and the openings. Then, Mary, how much of the cash 
domestic versus abroad? Do you expect to continue to see a benefit in the other income line in second quarter and in the full year? Thanks.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer : We didn’t hear your first question. Could you 
please repeat it?  

Simeon Siegel-Nomura Securities-Analyst: Sure. The first was just what do you expect for licensing income this year? Just watching the 
store openings.  

Simon Nankervis – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - EVP of Global Commercial Business: We continue to see the licensing income 
grow. As you can see, we’re at 109 stores in 17 countries now with the newly announced deals we’ve put together over the last couple of 
weeks. That will have us in 22 countries by the end of the year with 141 stores. I think long term that business is highly profitable to American 
Eagle. It’s definitely accretive to the earnings but as we’ve said earlier, we look at our international business in totality, not just the license 
business. We look at that in light of what we’re also doing with the owned and operated business and how those two playoff each other. But we 
would continue to see that the licensing income will continue to grow as we grow that store revenue base over the next five years or so.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: Regarding our cash, the majority of our cash is 
in the U.S. and U.S. dollar-based, and the Canadian exchange favorability that we saw in other income this time around, we could see some 
slight favorability as the Canadian dollar continues to strengthen, likely not to the amount we saw here in Q1.  



Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Richard Jaffe with Stifel. Please proceed with your question.  

Richard Jaffe-Stifel-Analyst: Thanks very much, guys. Just more of a question for Mary. Could you just talk about depreciation and 
amortization for the year? Also, what is included in other income, and obviously what caused the big change versus last year? Just want to 
know about how to think about other income going forward.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: So depreciation and amortization for the year is 
about $150 million. For Q1 it was about $35 million, so it’s fairly evenly split across the quarters. The other income favorability we saw in Q1, 
again, was related to Canadian dollars that we were holding as the Canadian dollar appreciated; we saw the favorability of that translation. As 
we look forward, there may be some further strengthening of the Canadian dollar but I wouldn’t expect of the magnitude we saw in Q1.  

Operator: Thank you. The next question is from the line of Lorraine Hutchinson with Bank of America Merrill Lynch. Please proceed with 
your question.  

Lorraine Hutchinson-Bank of America Merrill Lynch-A nalyst: Thank you. Good morning. Mary, I wanted to follow up on your comments 
about SG&A being up only slightly in the second quarter. Do you expect to be able to control costs in that manner for the rest of the year? And 
then, when should we see that move to grow more in line with your top line?  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: The goal here is to clearly leverage SG&A and 
as I look at our expenses there’s a segment of our expenses that are fixed that we continue to focus on, try and continue to decrease or at a 
minimum hold flat. Variable expense is related to our top line growth. You know, we may or may not be able to offset those in entirety; it 
depends on the level of top line growth that we see. But the clear goal here at the end of the day is to leverage. We’re seeing leverage. We 
expect to see continued leverage in Q2 and as the year plays out.  

Operator: Thank you. Our next question is coming from the line of Susan Anderson with FBR Capital Markets. Please proceed with your 
question.  

Susan Anderson-FBR Capital Markets-Analyst: Hi. Thanks for taking my question and congrats on a great quarter. I was wondering if 
maybe you could talk a little bit more about the margin opportunity in the back half of the year. Do you continue to expect to get higher AUR 
from lower markdowns, or should we think about this kind of switching over to more of an AUC opportunity with lower cotton costs? Then 
maybe, too, if you could just talk about a little bit the AUC expectation for the back half, if it’s still expected to be down 3 to 7%? Thanks.  

Mary Boland – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – CFO and Chief Administrative Officer: I think as we look at the back half of the year 
and our margin opportunity, I see opportunity pretty much across the board: continue to expect to see great improvement in our AUR that we 
have seen so far. AUC, I think we’ll continue to see opportunity in AUC. Although we do continue to invest in our product, our customer is 
voting for that investment that we’re making, and I think Chad and Jen are doing a great job of balancing that right value relationship. Also, the 
team continues to work on controlling expenses, both up in the BOW area as well as SG&A, so really it’s the combination of all of the above 
that I think will allow for continued margin opportunity. We have confidence in the product and the assortment that we have coming forward in 
the back half of the year which should help drive through most of these metrics as well, too.  

Judy Meehan – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – VP IR: Jess, we have time for one more question.  

Operator: Thank you. Our final question of the day is coming from the line of Dana Telsey with Telsey Advisory Group. Please proceed with 
your question.  



Dana Telsey-Telsey Advisory Group-Analyst: Good morning everyone and congratulations on the performance.  

Roger Markfield – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – Executive Creative Director: Thanks, Dana.  

Dana Telsey-Telsey Advisory Group-Analyst: As you think about the in-store environment and obviously the nice positive reception from 
the new products, what are we seeing in terms of technology that you think will enhance sell-through, make you smarter about the customer, 
given technology investment? Thank you.  

Michael Rempell – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. - Chief Operating Officer: Hey, Dana, it’s Michael. I’ll take that. You know, we have a 
bunch of things under work here that are going to help, that are going to leverage technology to help our customers shop with us and enjoy that 
experience more. You know, when we think about it, it’s really about customers coming into our stores with their own devices and how do we 
get them excited about the product, how do we get them information, how do we get them a more personalized experience that really brings to 
life the changes that Chad and Jen are making to the assortment. So, again, when you look at our digital experience, we’ve moved from a place 
where we were very focused on an item and a deal to really making sure that the product is king and that the experience is compelling, and 
we’re continuing to invest in that and I think you’re going to see some benefits in the back half.  

Judy Meehan – American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. – VP IR: Great. That concludes our call today. Thanks for your participation and continued 
support of American Eagle Outfitters. Thank you.  

Operator: Ladies and gentlemen, this does conclude today’s teleconference. We thank you for your participation and you may disconnect your 
lines at this time.  


